
Nürburgring, Germany - 4.-6.9.2020                                                   
3nd Formula Renault Eurocup round.             

WILLIAM 5TH AND NC DUE TO A TECHNICAL ISSUES.

Formula Renault 2.0 Eurocup had it’s third race weekend in 4.-6.9. in Nürburgring, Germany. William
started the Race1 with a solid 5th place and was aiming to the podium on Sunday’s Race2, but
technical issues ended his driving right at the beginning.

William started the tests on Thursday, knocking on top times. The first two tests of the morning were
allowed to run dry and the pace improved all the time.
- On a dry conditions we got to improve the car all the time and I drove the third best time in the
second practice. The afternoon practises  were run in the rain, which produced a little more
challenges. We didn’t find a good balance, but we knew it wouldn’t rain over the weekend, so we
weren’t so worried about the pace.

On Friday there were two official free practices and one qualification practise.
- In the first practise we tried to improve the car, but we seem to go in the wrong direction when the
pace did not improve. We went back and we were in the right direction again. In the evening’s QP1 I
was 5th. We were happy with that result because we knew our race pace should be enough for the
podium.

At othe QP2 on Saturday, William and the team tried to find an even better balance for the car, but
there were  no effect on performance.
- We looked through the data and tried to find even better set up for the second QP, but it  had no
effect on the car's performance and I was 6th.

In the Race1 on Saturday, Alatalo immediately climbed two places during the first two curves.
- I did well in start. I got off the line well and rose to fourth place. After that, the whole race was
pretty boring. At these races, you have to try to save your tires so that your grip is maintained until
the finish and it limits the chances of overtaking.

William was driving for a sure fourth place, but bad luck stepped up in the final lap.
- I drove for sure fourth place when the last round started. A few curves before the finish, the
gearbox sensor broke, which prevented shifting into larger gears. As a result, I drove with small
gears to the finish and lost one place. Luckily, the sensor only broke down in a faulty round, so I only
dropped one place.

RACE 1, Saturday:
1. Victor Martins (ART Grand Prix)
2. Lorenzo Colombo (Bhaitech Racing)
3. David Vidales (JD Motorsport)
5. William Alatalo (JD Motorsport)



Sunday’s race continued from where Saturday’s race was left. After the sensor broke down on
Saturday, Renault engineers fixed the fault during the evening and everything was supposed to
be ok.

On Sunday’s heating lap, the car still felt good, everything worked as it should. But during the
formation lap just before start, Alatalo's car lost power.
- During the formation lap, the car lost power. Half the horsepower was missing and the car
didn’t go anywhere. When I got to my starting grid, I turned off the car and restarted, but that
didn’t clear the problem. After the start, I drove to the paddock. The engineers tried to find the
fault and made their adjustments for 25 minutes and I got back on the track a couple of laps
before the finish just to test that the car was working again.

- The weekend as a whole was challenging and at the best the speed would have been enough
for the podium, but this time it was 5th place and NC (not qualified). However, I am still 5th in the
series of points, so in the big picture nothing has been lost yet. This coming weekend we will
drive on the French Magny-Cours track, which is new to mw, so there is a lot to learn again.

RACE 2, Sunday:
1. Victor Martins (ART Grand Prix)
2. Paul Aron (ART Grand Prix)
3. Grégoire Saucy (ART Grand Prix)

Points:
1. victor Martins (ART Grand Prix) 93 
2. Caio Collet (R-ace GP) 88
3. David Vidales (JD Motorsport) 69
4. Franco Colapinto (MP Motorsport) 68
5. William Alatalo (JD Motorsport)


